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Become the highest and best version of a woman possible.

The Master Feminine Faculty
There are four feminine archetypes, each one a division of the feminine energy. All women are born with the potential to express all four. But most women only express one or two of these four archetypes. Therefore some of her feminine attributes and power lie dormant and unused. By awakening an internal faculty called the master feminine faculty, a woman gains access to these hidden gifts.

This work tells how to awaken more of the feminine energy, something every woman has present. We have witnessed the decline of the feminine energy in the woman in modern times. A fast paced lifestyle and stressful climate often dictates that a woman develops a lot of her aggressive masculine side. To regain balance, it is often necessary for the woman to cultivate more of her feminine energy. Femininity is an energy, and it is defined by four archetypes or faces of what we call “the goddess.” The four faces are: the moon, the treasure chest, the elegant rose and the seated hawk. When the female cultivates all four types of energy, she gains access to her full feminine attributes and entire range of feminine traits.

In this book Master Yao Nyamekye also sheds insight on the tantra, orgasmic profiles for both males and females, male boundary issues, male sexual patterns, Qi Gong, reflexology, the Law of Attraction, and so much more. Cultivate the full feminine energy.
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